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Let Britain decide - campaisn for a 2017 in/out referendum

I have long pressed the need for UK

legislation in this parliament to mandate a

definitive Referendum in the next. Since

then the idea has taken hold culminating

in the government-backed private

members bill of James Wharton MP to do

just that; write into law that by 2017 the

British people must be given a

Referendum on our membership of the

EU.

The passage of this bill has exposed the

cowardly positions of the Lib Dems and

Labour. Constant attempts to block a third Niri speaking ot the winchester Rolly, os port of "Future

reading with every filibustering tactic in of Europe" Debate series

the book have been deployed, the ultimate objective being to deny you, you're right to decide where

the sovereignty of this nation should reside. The Conservative Party remains the only Westminster party

committed to deliverrng an EU referendum.

cHoGM 2013

Last month politicians, business and civil leaders from

across the globe gathered in Colombo, for the 2013

Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting

(CHOGM). They represented fifty-four nations and

over two billion people. The peoples of this global

fellowship are united by a universal language, a

commitment to democracy and good governance as

well as possessing similar legal structures and

understanding.
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This burgeoning global market represents unparalleled opportunities for our businesses and yet since

Britain's accession into the EEC our political class have treated the Commonwealth with gross

negligence. History has proven they were wrong. Set to overtake the Eurozone in the next five years,

the Commonwealth is expected to grow by 7 3% between 2O12-20L7; nearly three times that of the
Eu rozone's trundling 2.7%.

I am striving to find new ways in which we can help our businesses here in the South East expand into

these emerging markets - and how in turn we can entice inward investment into our region. There are

seven Commonwealth nations in the top 25 ease of doing business rankings, a far cry from the red tape
we have to swallow from Brussels. At a time when our relationship with the Eurozone is actively
hindering, not helping, our economy, it is of paramount importance that we re-engage with
Commonwealth nations on a bilateral basis and raise our prospects beyond the narrow confines of
Europe.

Open for business - time to embrace China and lndia

Across much of the Western world, financial

collapse and social strife are the order of the
day. Collectively, we face the critical challenge

of our time in how we will react to an

increasingly multi-polar world, in which large

and small powers jockey to influence the course

of global events in the twenty-first century. How

the United Kingdom meets those challenges will

define how our country is able to compete in

the future.

Pivotal amongst these challenges will be how

we relate to China and lndia, whose rapid rise as

economic powerhouses should not be seen as a

challenge but an opportunity; an opportunity to
be seized, so that we in the UK can penetrate new

creation prospects.

Meeting medicol experts to discuss non-invosive

ultrosound surgery pioneered in Chongqing, Chino

and now being used in Oxford Radcliffe Hospitol

markets, grasp new horizons and drive fresh wealth

Every time China and India increases their gross domestic products by 50 per cent, as they have over the
last five years, it presents us with this very opportunity to export high value, quality British goods. Is it
any surprise that it is European luxury cars, like BMW and Rolls-Royce Bentley that captivate the
emerging wealth of China? How many workers across the United Kingdom - from the Thames Valley

business parks in my consistency to the ArcelorMittal steel workers in Scunthorpe - now depend on

lndian investment to keep their jobs alive?
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A continuing commitment to lnternational Development

Last week, at the European lnformation Conference in Oxfordshire, the Prime Minster repeated his

support of committingO.T% of UK GNlto international development. Whilst I understand that this is a

contentious issue within our party, I believe it to be right, for three reasons:

i Visiting o refugee comp in Rwonda

Firstly, we made a promise to achieve this, both as a

party at the election in 20L0 and as a nation in 1974. ln
spite of the current economic conditions, I do not believe

the British public, who have always been an outward-
looking people, would so readily break their promise in

favour of the 'out of sight, out of mind' ideology.

Secondly, there is a genuine moral case for a

commitment to international development. lt should be

a source of pride that we, the sixth richest nation on

Earth, should seek to alleviate poverty, starvation and

disease in the most grief-stricken places of the world.
While Britons throw away 4.2m tonnes of food each year (or f60 a month per family), almost 1 in 8
people in the world suffers from chronic undernourishment.

Thirdly, far from being a purely altruistic form of charity, our development strategy also serves our own
national self-interests. lf not stopped in their tracks, problems over there quickly become problems

over here, with international terrorism, asylum migration and disease pandemics all proving able to
bypass to the imaginary defence of national borders. That is why three-quarters of work now
UrTde?fak'enEV-DFfD-FfoCused on fragil-e and conflict affected-state5rvrith an emphaiis on delivering-
free and fair elections, improved access to justice and greater government accountability. With this
concerted focus on nation-building, we not only help the worlds most oppressed and suffering people,

but we also help to create a more stable international society for Britain to operate in.

More than a handout - whv the expansion of propertv riehts should be the
prioritv of EU development policv

As Vice-Chair of the Development Committee, I hear every week
from eurocrats how much of your money we put into developing
countries. They seem to believe this display of generosity to be an

end in itself, rarely asking to see the tangible results of such a

large funding commitment. Whilst international aid is vital to
saving and improving lives of the world's most vulnerable and

impoverished, as demonstrated above, there is so much more we
can do than merely offer handouts.

I have been advocating an EU emphasis on assisting developing nations formulate their own system of
property rights. Today in the West most formal property can be used as collateral for a loan, as equity
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exchanged for investment, as an address for collecting debts, rates, taxes, a locus point for the

identification of individuals for commercial contracts, judicial judgements or civic purposes, as a

terminal for receiving public utilities and services.

Yet in developing areas, from shanties in Haitito the favelas in Brazil, allof these homes and small

businesses represent dead capital. Nobody can identify who owns what, addresses cannot be verified,

people cannot be made to pay their debts, resources cannot be easily turned in to money, ownership

cannot be turned into shares, descriptions of assets are not standard and cannot be compared. These

assets cannot be turned into their full capital value, they cannot be traded outside a narrow circle of

local people who know and trust each other. They cannot be turned into loans as collateral and cannot

be used as a guarantee against future investments.

It is estimated that the total value of

untitled non-legal real estate holdings in

the developing world is upward of $7

trillion! Leaders of third world countries do

not need to wander around the foreign

ministries and donor agencies with their

hands out seeking their fortunes, when in

the midst of their own poorest

neighbourhoods and shantytowns there

are trillions of dollars ready to be put to

use. Such a feat would represent a greater

step forward for the developing world than

our annual budget of aid could ever hope

to accomplish, therefore this is what I am

working to achieve.

loining fellow Conservotive MEPs in the

compoign on Cuttinq Red Tape

I will be back in touch with you again very soon. ln the meantime you can check my

website www.nirjdeva.com for regular updates and if I can be of any assistance to you on

anything raised here or anything else for that matter, please do not hesitate to contact me

at nirj.deva@europarl.europa.eu.

Best wishes,

NIRJ DEVA MEP
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